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Weather

Local

Today: mostly sunny
with a high in the
midSOs.

Rollerblading made easier.

BG baseball triumphs in
weekend doubleheader.
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Riot continues at Ohio prison, six dead
by Sonja Barlslc
The Associated Press
LUCASVILLE. Ohio - Part of the
state's only maximum security prison
remained under siege Monday after
hundreds of prisoners rioted, killing six
inmates and injuring at least 18 people.
About 450 prisoners remained barricaded inside a cellblock on the northwest side of the prison, located about 70
miles south of Columbus in southcentral Ohio.
Prison officials said a scuffle among a
few prisoners escalated into a riot at
about 3:15 p.m. Sunday. Officials were

Go-ahead
granted to
WTI with
conditions

alerted to the problem by at least one
silent alarm that guards carry.
Negotiations continued Monday, said
Sharron Kornegay, a spokeswoman for
the Ohio Department of Rehabilitation
and Correction.
The prisoners "are tired and hungry.
... We are at a very sensitive stage," she
told reporters gathered outside the
69-acre prison.
Officials cut off electricity and water
to the cellblock and refused to deliver
food. Prisoners were last fed at about
noon Sunday, but they may have stored
some food in their lockers, she said.
The rest of the 1,819 prisoners housed
in the facility were confined to cells

away from the affected area.
Kornegay said prisoners who took
24-inch batons from guards during the
riots killed six convicts.
"I think it's probably pretty obvious
who killed them," she said. "Our staff
wouldn't do that."
The bodies of five of the prisoners, all
severely beaten, were released early
Monday.
The sixth body was thrown through
the cellblock door at about 10:35 am
Kornegay said he was dead for many
hours, but was not more specific.
Authorities said the eight guards who
were taken hostage were still alive.
Eighteen people, including 10 guards

and eight inmates, were injured in Sun- Plain Dealer, that prisoners could
day's fighting. At least 11 were treated speak to the media only after releasing
at hospitals. One guard who had a a guard.
broken arm remained in fair condition
But he was allowed to speak to a
at Grant Medical Center in Columbus. prisoner by phone once, a call auThree inmates were admitted to Ohio thorities cut off when the prisoner beState University Hospitals in Columbus, gan talking about the list of dangerous
but the hospital refused to release their prisoners, including death row inmates.
names or conditions. It was not known
There usually are about 130 guards
whether the others were treated at hos- assigned to the shift at Lucasville, but
pitals.
as few as 80 may have been on duty,
During negotiations, prisoners pre- said Don Sargent of American Fedsented a list of 19 demands, most of eration of State, County and Municipal
them dealing with prison rules. They Employees Local 11, which represents
also asked to talk to the media.
the guards.
Negotiators told a pool reporter, Michael Sangiacomo of The (Cleveland)
See Riot, page five.

USG
urged to
vote for
2 levies

For The Birds

The Associated Press
EAST LIVERPOOL, Ohio - State environmental regulators
on Monday gave a hazardouswaste incinerator the go-ahead to
begin limited commercial operations, but said the plant would
have to repeat part of its trial
burn.
The Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency action was the
last regulatory roadblock to the
start of limited commercial burning at the Waste Technologies
Industries plant.
The U.S. EPA gave the eastern
Ohio incinerator approval for
limited operations on April 6.
The approval followed a trial
burn designed to show the incinerator's ability to safely destroy
material under a variety of conditions.
OEPA spokeswoman Jennifer
Nichols said the plant would have
to repeat a portion of the test designed to determine a minimum
temperature for burning certain
liquid wastes.
Until WTI can repeat that portion of the test to the OEPA's
satisfaction, it will be subject to
several technical restrictions.
Under the OEPA restrictions,
the plant will not be allowed to
feed organic sludges into the incinerator at a rate above 8,000
pounds per hour. The feed rate
for any material may not exceed
17,700 pounds per hour.
In addition, no liquid wastes
may be fed into the incinerator's
secondary combustion chamber,
and temperatures inside the secondary chamber must stay above
1,700 degrees.
Plant spokeswoman Carol
Cookeriy could not be reached
for comment. A message was left
at her office.
Nichols said state and federal
regulators apparently put
different conditions on their approvals. The U.S. EPA had said
the plant met requirements for
part iculat es - the solids left after
burning - and carbon monoxide
emissions.
A message seeking comment
was left at the office of Bill
Omohundro, a spokesman for the
U.S. EPA in Chicago.
The plant is located on the Ohio
River near the Pennsylvania and
West Virginia state lines.
It has been the subject of a
12-year battle between backers.
See WTI, page five.

by Jenl Bond
student government reporter
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Placing a bird Into • carrying container, senior psychology major
Tammy Jones collects homing pigeons for an exercise flight Monday afternoon at the University's bird facility, located north of

Bowling Green. The pigeons are tagged and used for research
concerning learning and memory in birds.

Ward One City Councilman
Scott Ziance addressed the Undergraduate Student Government Monday, urging senators to
vote for the police and fire levies
in the May election.
Ziance said police and fire
protection affects students as
well as other city residents.
"Bowling Green is not a safe
city," Ziance said."Because of
budget cuts and other factors,
revenues are decreasing and expenses are increasing. The fire
department is almost dysfunctional."
The two levies propose income
tax increases for eight new
fire/ambulance personnel and 14
new police officers. Ziance said
the tax would amount to about
three cents a day for the average
student.
USG Senator Sam Melendez
said he is concerned the additional police officers are for the
purpose of increasing bar patrols
on the weekends. But Tom Votava, assistant chief of police,
said the officers are needed to
better protect the entire city.
"We are understaffed and canSee USG, page four.

Gore speaks in Toledo Commencement

Financial rejuvenation topic of economic forum
by Mitch Weiss
The Associated Press
TOLEDO - Vice President Al Gore on Monday
criticized Republicans in the U.S. Senate for trying
to block the administration's stalled economic
package.
Gore said the $16.3 billion package could create
thousands of Jobs in this economically depressed
city.
"They haven't been to Toledo lately, they haven't
been to Ohio lately... they haven't heard what people have been saying ... they want Jobs," Gore told
300 people gathered at an economic forum at the
University of Toledo.
U.S. Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohlo; U.S. Rep. Marcy
Kaptur, D-Ohlo; and John Robinson Block, copublisher and editor-in-chief of The Blade, Joined
the talk.
Block told Gore that Toledo has fallen on hard
times.

Once a thriving automotive parts and glass
center, this blue-collar city of 330,000 has lost
15,000 jobs in the last three years. Many jobs have
been lost in the last decade because companies
moved to other U.S. cities with lower labor and electricity costs.
"This was an industrial area We will not apologize for having good industrial jobs in the past. ...
We have an economy that is slowly fading. We
have a limited prospect for the future unless something changes," Block said.
Gore said the administration will put together a
policy to help U.S. manufacturers prosper.
But he said President Clinton's economic plan
was needed in the short term to help jump start the
economy. Opponents said the package includes
pork barrel spending and would increase the deficit.
"There are 16 million Americans who want fulltime jobs and cant find them. That is unacceptaSee Gore, page four.

speakers chosen
by Julie Tagliaferro
administration reporter
Professor C. Peter Magrath, president of the
National Association of State
Universities and Land Grant
Colleges, will address the
Class of 1993 at commencement exercises on May 8.
University President Paul
Olscamp announced at the
Board of Trustees meeting
last week that Magrath would
be speaking at graduation at
the University. In addition, he
said that Charles R. Day Jr.,
editor-in-chief of Industry

Week will give the address
during Flrelands' commencement ceremonies on May 7.
NASULGC is the nation's
leading association for public
universities, according to Philip Mason, vice president for
University relations.
Founded In 1887 and located in Washington, DC, the
voluntary association consists of 159 land-grant colleges and research universities throughout the United
States and its territories.
Olscamp and other University administrators have atSee Speakers, page four.
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Firelands voice
will start softly
\XIile the undergraduate student government
VYsystem currently being created at Firelands
College is a huge accomplishment for students, newly-elected representatives have only just scratched
the surface of the monumental task at hand.
Developing a fully functional independent student
government body does not happen over night, nor
should students at Firelands expect it to.
Time and commitment are both necessary for the
development of a large endeavor such as the creation
of a reputable student government. The University's
Undergraduate Student Government took many
years to become effective, and patience was the key.
Like they say, Rome was not built in a day.
Those running for student government at Firelands have to realize this and take it all in stride.
They cannot jump full force onto the governmental
bandwagon and expect to abruptly bring about
changes. Change takes time and with the institution
of a student government at Firelands, they are definitely starting this long process correctly.
The importance of a new student government at
Firelands is immeasurable. While their campus is
much smaller compared to our main campus, the
students attending the college have their own set of
unique problems and concerns which warrant their
need for student representation.
At the University, many issues have been addressed by USG which deal exclusively with concerns affecting Bowling Green -- specific issues such
as a bar and grill located in the University Union or a
crosswalk on Mercer Road.
Some issues brought before our USG do include
Firelands college. However, they do not specifically
address Firelands student concerns. For example,
state funding has been discussed in USG and relates
to Firelands as well as the main campus here in
Bowling Green. Partial representation, as our USG
has been to Firelands for years, is not adequate representation.
In other words, issues unique to Firelands have
been virtually ignored up until now. Now students
can take a stand on monumental student concerns by
voicing their opinions and working together with the
faculty to bring about the necessary changes in University life.
The University and all of its branches were, after
all, created for the education of students. What better way to educate people than to let them become
actively involved in an organization that they care
about?
Apathy is easy if there is nothing to work for.
Hopefully with the addition of a student government,
students will work together toward a common goal of
an adequate voice in their governance.
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1 submissions to Council Barrett,
jon Editor, The BG News, 210 West Hall.

Students shape BG politics
University voters can make difference in November elections
Former Undergraduate Student Government President Kevin Coughlin (yes, it is
painful for me to mention his name in my
column) once told me that one of the reasons
he was so excited about coming to school
here in Bowling Green was because this city
was one of the few college towns with a student serving on its city council.
When Coughlin arrived in the fall of 1988,
Donald Pond was the first University student ever to be a councilperson. Pond had
been elected to the Ward One seat in
November 1987 as the Republican candidate.
He defeated Democratic candidate Jim Davidson 552-418.
Ward One contains 47 percent of the city's
population (including most of the students),
but a much smaller percentage of its registered voters. The low voter turnout (just
over 1,000 in a ward of roughly 12,000 people) Is especially distressing since there was
a mayoral race that same election. One
would hope that most residents of a city
would at least go to the polls to choose their
mayor.
The next Ward One election was held in
1989 with the same candidates from 1987
facing off again. However, this time the results were reversed, with Davidson winning
390-374. Perhaps the absence of a mayoral
race is what made the turnout even lower
than In 1987. Pond blamed the lack of student
voters for his defeat, yet he stated after the
first election that he did not intend to "push
a student agenda"(The BG News, Nov. 4,
1987).
In 1991, Jim Davidson ran for re-election
and received more votes than in either of the
previous two elections (681). Unfortunately
for him, University student Scott Ziance ran
a strong campaign and won the Ward One
seat with 1,128 votes. His success might be
partially attributed to the mayoral race that
fall, which included former BG News editor,
Jim Tinker.
Tinker gathered up 1,741 votes as an independent and most likely cost Democrat
Joyce Kepke the chance to be mayor. One interesting sidenote is that current USG
president Jason T. Jackson served as Tinker's treasurer.

MIKE SEARS

Two other students ran unsuccessful candidacies in 1991. It appeared at the time that
the sudden student interest in voting was
due largely to some problems with the police
department over East Merry Mania and
Frazee Frenzy the previous fall. More students voted in the on-campus ward (1C) in
November 1991 than in the 1988 Presidential
election. (Sorry Governor Dukakis, you just

''Some will say that the student
interest in city government
begins and ends with the six
student candidates and their
campaign staffs. The scariest
thing for me as a student is that
they might be right."

didn't have the charisma or Bill and Hill
Clinton.)
Certainly, the problems with the police
department got students initially interested
in the Idea of voting. What a concept! But the
number of students running and the additional issues they addressed kept people interested right up through election day.

What is the purpose of this local history
lesson? First, even without much student
support, Donald Pond was elected as a Ward
One councilperson. Second, with great student support, Scott Ziance was elected by a
huge majority. Third, Jim Tinker greatly affected and altered the outcome of the
mayoral race In 1991. Fourth, in the upcoming November elections, the only candidates
on the ballot for the Ward One seat are students.
And fifth, there are two students running
for the at-large seats, and another one is
running in Ward Two. The point is that students have made a difference in how the City
of Bowling Green is governed, and they will
continue to be actively involved in this
community. This is not about the police. It is
about good citizenship. And it is wonderful
to see so much student activism.
Many permanent residents will downplay
the effect student candidates could have on
the races this fall. Some will say that the
student interest in city government begins
and ends with the six student candidates and
their campaign staffs. The scariest thing for
me as a student is that they might be right.
If students do not register to vote in great
numbers and work to put more than just a
token candidate (Ward One) on council, then
they will have confirmed the predictions of
the cynics.
In addition, every student candidate (especially at-large) must work at least 100
times harder than their opponents to have
any real chance for success.
The challenge for all of the students running is to put in the work and help put an end
to the image of student candidates as beer
drinkers whining about the police enforcing
the law. The fact that there are six student
candidates is one positive step in that direction, but a few victory parties would be even
sweeter.
The challenge for the students who will be
here in the fall is to register to vote, learn
about the issues and actually cast a vote on
election day for the candidates who they believe will best represent their interests.

We must find balance with nature
To the Editor
The attitudes expressed in
your editorial, "Logging may be
beneficial," from the April 8 issue of The News, only help perpetuate the myth that man is here
to conquer and dominate nature.
I do not believe that the spotted
owl is more important than humans any more than I believe
that they are less important.
We must learn to live in an ecologically sustainable society,
equal with nature and the complex ecosystem that we are a part
of.
You argue that "Logging is indirectly beneficial to the environment." While it is true that
younger trees absorb more of the
greenhouse gases than older

trees, can the supposed advanOnce again, the old growth harvest the commercially valuatage really be compared with the forests are not simply a bunch of ble redwood, fir and spruce
means to obtain it?
commercially valuable trees. trees.
They are a part of a complex ecoThe control of nature is a
In cutting down the trees, we system which we are only begin- phrase conceived in arrogance,
are emitting greenhouse gases ning to understand.
born of the Neanderthal age of
with the chainsaws, the trucks to
biology and philosophy, when it
transport the logs, the mills to
The spotted owl is not the only was believed that nature exists
process the lumber, etc.
endangered species affected.
solely for the convenience of
In addition, the threatened man.
In addition, after the valuable marbled murrelet and three
We must change our philosoUmber is removed from a clear- salmon species are also protec- phy, abandon our attitude of hucut area, other less dislrable spe- ted under the Endangered Spe- man superiority and restore the
cies are burned to make way for cies Act.
balance now missing in our replanting commercially valuable
lationship with the earth, or there
And the pacific yew tree - and will be no future for our children
trees.
understory evergreen whose to inherit.
This burning of the forests bark has been used to produce a
KcnToney
releases more carbon dioxide cancer-fighting drug called taxol
Junior
into the atmosphere, thus adding - is being destroyed through
Philosophy
clearcutting practices in order to
to the Greenhouse Effect.
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Battering must be stopped Legality
of drugs
Frank's murder illustrates urgency for awareness
will only
GUEST
cost us
COLUMN

University graduate Brenda
Jo Pranks, 23, was found beside
a road in Putnam County after
being strangled to death. I'm
writing because there is evidence that may suggest that
Brenda Jo Pranks was battered
and, subsequently, murdered
by her fiance, Daniel Kaple.
Also, I'm writing because I feel
compelled to speak out and
break the silence surrounding
domestic violence.
Domestic violence or battering is defined as a pattern of
violent and coercive behaviors
that achieve power and control
over someone. These behaviors
can include sexual, emotional,
economic or physical abuse.
In addition to these behaviors, pet abuse, child abuse,
threats, property destruction,
and abuse based on oppressions such as racism, ableism,
biphobia and homophobia can
all be used to achieve enhanced
control and power over
someone.
Batterers are often excellent
manipulators, though, who may
"hook" their partners into a
committed relationship before
doing anything blatantly abusive. Once battering begins, it
is often not easy for the person
being battered to name what
they're experiencing as abuse.
Think for yourself how hard
it would be to accept that the
person you love is battering
you. Think how hard it would
be to accept you were being
battered.
Battering is connected to all
other forms of abuse, oppression and violence including racism, militarism, child abuse,
sexism, biphobia and homophobia. All of these must be
worked against to lessen the
rate of domestic violence in
our society.
People often think they must
be severely physically abused
to be battered. Contrary to this
popular belief, you can be battered without ever being physically abused. Emotional abuse
is just as severe as any other
type of abuse, including physical abuse.
In addition to the difficulty
of recognizing that you are being battered, acting on that
knowledge and talking to
someone or leaving the re-
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ced control over someone; its
purpose is not to cope with
stress or feelings.
A batterer who refrains from
drinking or doing drugs is a
dry and/or clean batterer. Battering and addiction are
different issues and, therefore,
must be separately addressed.
Another myth is that battering occurs only in heterosexual
relationships. Anyone can
choose to batter, regardless of
sexual orientation, class, race,
age, religion, political beliefs
or physical ability.
With the recent knowledge of
Brenda Jo Franks' death, I encourage you to educate yourself and others with accurate
information about battering.
While many people think battering would "never happen to
them," Brenda Jo Franks' violent demise should stand as
further proof that anyone can
be battered - even college students.
I encourage you not to deny
or minimize abuse. I urge you
to support individuals who you
think may be battered. Do this
by letting them deal with their
relationship at their own pace.
Leaving a relationship and
recognizing abuse is not easy.
Battered individuals don't need
advice; they need safety and
someone with an open mind to
patiently listen.
If you have a gut feeling that
you may be battered, you can
contact The Link at 352-1545,
First Step Shelter at
l-8(XM6fr6228, Toledo YMCA
at 241-3235 or The Network for
Battered Lesbians at
1-617-424-8611.
Just because the abuse
"could be worse" doesn't mean
you have to live with it or ignore it. Trust your instincts.
In your attempts to understand battering better and possibly reach out to someone you
know, you will break the
silence in our society that condones battering.
I believe Brenda Jo Franks
was battered by her fiance and
killed this March. Remember
Brenda's life and pay respect
to her death - educate yourself
about battering.
Elizabeth West is a senior,
majoring in women's studies,
ethnic studies and biology.

Elizabeth West
lationship is equally difficult.
It's not as simple as "If
anyone ever hits me or yells at
me or treats me like crap, I'll
leave him or her." Ending a relationship you've worked hard
on with someone you love is
difficult.
There is nothing easy about
leaving someone you love,
someone you are completely or
partially financially dependent
on or perhaps children you've
parented or co-parented.
You might even have to leave
an area where your friends,
job, home and belongings are.
Individuals who are battered
are not naive. If you can fall in
love, make a friend or simply
be close to someone, you can be
battered. No one can predict
and recognize every person
who will batter.
Furthermore, no individual
ever causes the abuse or deserves to be abused. If an individual who is being battered
"fights back," it is usually in
self-defense, not to achieve
control over his or her partner.
Battering is never mutual,
which assumes that both partners are equally responsible
for the abuse. Only the batterer
is responsible for choosing to
abuse their partner. Contrary
to what many batterers say,
they are in control of their behavior and are responsible for
it.
Amy Edington writes in the
July 16-22, 1989 edition of Gay
Community News: "Anyone
who is so impaired as to be unable to recognize or control
violent impulses could not possibly carry out the systematic
activity necessary to control
another person's life. Battering, in itself, is entirely
rational behavior, an efficient
way to increase your peronal
power at the expense of your
victim."
Drugs, alcohol, stress, poor
anger management or poor
communication do not cause
abuse. Abuse achieves enhan-

To the Editor
I would like to thank Mr.
Haynes for his article "The 'war'
on drugs is over," from the April
7 issue of The News.
I realize that ignorance is
prevalent in any society, but I
hadn't understood the depth to
which it underscores our own.
Thank you for bringing it to my
attention, Michael.
For those readers who didn't
catch his ludicrous commentary,
he believes that the United States
would benefit from drug legalization, primarily through elimination of the cost of enforcement and the subsequent cost of
crime resulting from drug illegality.
Also, he feels that a tax on legal
sales of drugs would provide a
great revenue for America.
Mr. Haynes, no drug-free person with half a brain could reach
your conclusions.
The estimated cost of drug enforcement reaches around $30
billion a year. If drugs are
legalized, it is predicted that the
number of users (23 million presently) will double, if not triple.
What does that mean, you
mathematicians?
It means 50 to 60 million people
people will be on drugs, raising
the costs of low productivity and
damaged health alone ($100 billion) to roughly $200 to 300 billion a year.
Now I ask you, is this worth
saving about $30 billion? Good
grief.
Oh, but Mr. Haynes says we
can tax legal drug sales.
All you have to do is look at alcohol tax revenues to see the tragic flaw in this one: Alcohol costs
on society in 1983 hit $117 billion,
while the tax revenues brought in
a mere $13.1 billion.
"But ... society will be safer!"
cries Mr. Haynes. Are you referring to the public at large or to
what you think would mean the
elimination of organized crime?
I certainly hope neither.
Can you sit there and tell me it
would be safer to walk outside
your home should drugs be made
legal?
Just to refresh your foolish
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memory, what about fatal and
maiming crashes, both private
and commercial? What about job
accidents, child neglect? What
about everything associated with
substance abuse ... babies bom
addicted or handicapped, teens
spending more time getting high
than they spend on education?
What about careers destroyed,
families wrecked, and people
dead from overdosing?
These are the symptoms of the
drug problem today. Do you
mean to tell me that the situation
in our society would get better if
drugs were legalized?
On overdoses alone, based on
projected figures, you are talking about an increase from 3,000
to 5,000 deaths a year to 100,000
to 500.000!
Regarding organized crime,
don't make me laugh.
It simply provides for the individual what society prohibits, so
it would, therefore, only move
into other areas, such as prostitution, pornography, gambling
or burglaries, extortion and
murders-for-hire.
Mr. Haynes, what frightens me

is not the idea of drug legalization, for that is something I see
as absurd for reasons I have just
mentioned.
It is idiots like you - people
who see the world as they want it
and not as it is in reality, people
who are blind, deaf and dumb to
the world and happily so ... It is
you who are a threat to society,
not the issue of drug legalization.
The war on drugs is a battle
with few victories, but there are
some, nonetheless, and the situation is gradually improving.
If you need proof, just ask high
school seniors.
In the late '70s, 39 percent used
illegal drugs at least once a
month. In 1987, only 25 percent
did.
And the figures are continuing
in this fashion.
Whatever you are on, Mr.
Haynes, I suggest you try living
reality the way it was intended:
drug free.
Jeffrey M Pollcorf
Sophomore
Pre-Criminal Justice
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Bowling Green State University

SURPLUS SALE
WHEN: SATURDAY, APRIL 17,1993
9:00 AM - 3:00 PM
WHERE: Old Art Annex at East Reed Street
(North End)
Items to be sold include 18 IBM PCs (includes CPU, Monitor,
keyboard, DOS) all are 512K RAM with 2 - 360K floppy drives;
1 Panasonic IBM compatible laptop computer (MD CF
150/150B); several Apple lie computers - with disk drives &
monitors; various computer printers; computer paper Hcontinuous feed, perfs on side, 81/2x11 finished size;
miscellaneous furniture; several electric typewriters, calculators
& other miscellaneous. All items prepriced - asking $300 for
IBM computer systems, $1200 for the Panasonic Lap-top.

All items sold as is, where is, no warranties expressed
or written apply. Removal must be day of purchase.
No exchanges or refunds.
Sales tax will be charged on all items.
Further information may be obtained by contacting

Inventory Management

Mltfiy Frilly 9:00 AM ■ 12:00 NtM M 1:00 PM 3:00 PM it 372 2121
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3" DOUBLE
SPECIAL

TONIGHT

ITS TIME FOR

TWISTER,
* 11:00 am
•April 17,1993
* Union Oval
* Sign up NOW
thru April 16 in
the W@ office,
330 Union

* 3 PT. contest
* 5:30 - 7:00 pm
(7:15 finals)
* Courts outside
by Conklin
* Its FREE
* Just WALK ON!
* WIN $$$$
TAKE A BREAK
FROM THOSE BOOKS!

Question: "Were cigar
store 'wooden
Indians' ever
women?"
Paul Lynde: "Only
those made by a
nervous whittler"
Hear many more
"ZINGERS" like
this at the campus.

12 EXP. 15 EXP. 24 EXP. 36 EXP

$1.99 $2.99 $3.99

$5.99

Applies to original roll, C-41 processing, 3" standard size.
Guaranteed return times not in effect during this special.

HOLLYWOOD SQUARES |

JA

* Win $$$
1st prize -$100
2nd prize - $75
3rd prize - $50

110,126,135, OR 15 EXP. DISC.
C-41 PROCESSING.

For more info, on
any event, call
W@ @ 2-2343

* April 15,1993
*6-8pm
* Rodgers Quad Mall
* Sign up raffle tickets
|@ tables around campus!]
Sponsored by: S2fi®
& Rodgers Hall Council

UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO

| April 12 thru Apri 118 \

Pills 'N' Packages 352-1693
Family
Pharmacy

111 Railroad St.
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New in-line skates developed
Option of removable frame allows quick transition to shoes
by Tara Stubbs
contributing writer
Although in-line skating has become popular, it has not always been so with businesses, universities and other places that
ban people from entering buildings on
skates. But now the manufacturer of the Rollerblade has found a solution.
The Mctroblade, which can only be
ordered directly through the company, features a specially designed shoe that allows
the user to step out of the skate frame and
walk. The skate's cuff, which holds the shoe
in place while skating, can be folded down
for compact carrying when the frame is removed.
"It's unique because it's aimed at a transportation skate," a Rollerblade spokesperson

Gore

said. "We've gotten the most favorable response from students because they don't
have to change Into their shoes [for class]
and put the bulky Rollerblades in their
backpacks."
Barbara Waddell, public information officer for the Department of Public Safety, said
the Mctroblade would be a good alternative
to traditional in-line skates, since campus
rules forbid rollerblades in buildings.
"I haven't seen [the Metroblade], but it
sounds like it could help prevent collisions,"
she said.
Bowling Green Police Chief Galen Ash
said he thinks the Metroblade is a good idea
because rollerbladers can cause problems
on city sidewalks, too.
"Around the metered areas [in front of
downtown stores), people skate around too
fast," he said. "The Metroblade would help if

Continued from page one.

Speakers

ble," Gore said.
City officials hope the stimulus
package will translate locally
into new jobs, street and housing
improvements and a summer
jobs program for youth.
Gore said the economy is
slowly rebounding.

Continued from page one.

"They call it a recovery, but
look at the difference between
this recovery and other recoveries," he said. "In other recoveries, people went back to work.
During this economic recovery,
people haven't gone back to work
in large numbers. That's why it's
important we try something
new."
Glenn said he organized four
hearings this week in Ohio on the
plan "so Ohioans can hear firsthand what the new administration
is proposing. Congress has approved broad outlines of the
package and now the real work
begins to fill in the details."
Kaptur told Gore that she was
worried that the North American
Free Trade Agreement with
Mexico would hurt Toledo. She
said companies have already
closed U.S. factories to move to
Mexico for cheap labor.
"That agreement needs to be
changed," Kaptur said.
"Thousands of jobs in Toledo will
be lost because of the agreement."
Gore said the administration is
seeking several changes in the
trade agreement to help workers.

Q\
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tended several meetings and
seminars organized by NASULGC, Mason said.
"Magrath and NASULGC
have worked with [the University administration] on pursuing national and state policies
and communicating as a voice
for the good of the University,"
Mason said.
It is important that Magrath
speak at graduation because of
recent criticism and negative
impressions aimed at the nation's colleges and universities.
Mason said. Universities have
been criticized for placing too
much emphasis on faculty
research and not enough focus
on teaching, Mason said. Anecdotes have also been made
about the amount of faculty
members' workloads, he said.
"It is clear that higher education is being bombarded with
criticism," Mason said. "It is
timely we have Magrath come
to give the commencement address because of [this] criticism universities have
received nationwide."
Magrath was selected to give
the commencement address by
the Administrative Council
after suggestions and recommendations were submitted to
Mason, he said. The council
discusses the recommendations and then tries to
contact some of the potential
speakers, Mason said.

Choose from an array of Mexican delights.
More than just a taco bar!

Is Your

4J0-6J0pm
Build your own TJCOS and Nadios!

$7.99

Velcroed?

rl

Ct*h. Quantum 90 Account!, rVuhy/Sutf
ADrputmenl Charge* Accepted.

el

E1 E! G! GD

el

A "metro pack" carrying case to hold the
skates when they are folded down will also
be offered for about $50.

"Because there are three
commencements each year m the spring and fall commencements and the one at Firelands - selecting a speaker is
practically a constant process," Mason said.
Before Magrath accepted the
position of NASULGC president in 1992, he served as
president of the University of
Missouri, the University of
Minnesota and the State University of New York at Binghamton, all of which are members of NASULGC.
Magrath received his PhD.
from Cornell University and
then began his academic career at Brown University as an
instructor and professor of political science.
Day was selected to be Firelands College's commencement speaker by a committee
of the college's administrators
who wanted to have a regional
person give the address, according to Robert Carlisle, director of campus activities at
Firelands.
Day, a Lakewood, Ohio resident, is an internationally
known expert on the current
trends of Total Quality Management which is important to
have in businesses, Carlisle
said.
The administration decided
to have Day speak because he
would be able to relate to the
students as well as the business

community, Carlisle said.
In addition, Firelands sponsors a consort iom of private
businesses in the area - which
make up a Total Quality Control Management Consortium -so the committee thought it
would be a good opportunity to
have Day address the college,
he said.
'Total Quality Management
is a current topic in the region,
and we felt Day could relate
[TQM] to the local economy
and businesses," Carlisle said.
"In recent years we have had
speakers who have been from
the [area of] fine arts and we
were looking for someone
more involved in industry or
science so this is a change of
pace."
Carlisle said Day's address
will probably center on how to
control one's own destiny and
how to make a difference in
one's own life. Day may relate
his expertise on TQM, business
and Industry to the speech,
Carlisle added.
Earlier in the day, Cat lisle
said Day will speak to gifted
high school students in Erie
County and will also address
Firelands' Total Quality Management Consortium before
giving the 7:30 p.m. commencement address.
Day is a 1969 graduate of Albion College in Michigan. He
became editor-in-chief of Industry Week in 1991.

Spring Fever n: a lazy restless
feeling often associated, with the need to
sfwp -fill that need at

9{atty breads

April!
ril 13-14-15
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"The issue of safety with Rollerblades is
not a new one - it has been talked about before," he said. "[The Metroblade] sounds
like it would be more convenient."
The Metroblade costs about $250 a pair
and is available by calling 1-800-328-0171,
ext. 7093. Questions can be directed to
1-800-232-ROLL.

el

Mexican fiesta Bar

,w|

people would buy them."
Downtown Business Association Director
Jim Tinker said he agreed skaters have become a problem downtown because they intimidate shoppers and other pedestrians. He
believes the Metroblade could help solve
some of these problems.

126 E. Wooster
Moving to Main St. in May

Police blotter
3 A man reported to police he
was riding his bicycle at the
intersection of Mercer and Poe
Roads Tuesday when a small red
and white station wagon allegedly ran him off the road.
3 According to police, an unknown suspect stole a beige cement top off a bird bath Tuesday
from the back yard of a house in
the 300 block of Wallace Avenue.
3 A woman on East Wooster
Street reported she had received
three calls from an unknown
male. Police reported the woman
said she could not tell if the male
was talking or if it was a tape recorder that said "Prison is a
force and all shall die."
3 On Tuesday several people
reportedly knocked on the door
of an apartment in the 400 block
of Lehman Avenue and identified
themselves as the BG Party Patrol, police said.
3 A woman called police
Wednesday to complain about a
neighbor's dog using her yard
"as a rest room."
3 Three unknown suspects reportedly threw an open can of
beer at a man's window on
Clough Street Thursday. According to the police report the can
struck lawn furniture on the patio.
3 A man on Second Street reported he has been receiving
phone calls two to three times a
day for a month. According to the
police report, a recording is
played during the call and "it
sounds like something out of Star
Wars."
"I A bicycle was stolen on East
Wooster Street Thursday, police
said. The bike was a specialized
Cannonville with a yellow water
bottle and a headlight.
3 Scott D. Wynn, 24, Berkey,
was cited for willful wanton disregard for safety Thursday
night. According to police, Wynn
allegedly peeled his tires and
created a lot of smoke pulling
into a local bank parking lot. He
reportedly then stopped and
peeled out of a municipal parking
lot onto Court Street. Before he
was stopped he then allegedly

USG
Continued from page one.
not respond," he said. "We need
to expand our patrol and hopefully move to community-based patrols."
USG President Jason Jackson
said he recognizes the problems
of the fire department, but will
have to examine the police levy
more carefully.
"The need for additional firefighters is apparent, but I need
more evidence from the police
department that they are not increasing patrols just to monitor
students drinking," Jackson said.
In other business, USG passed
legislation which will attempt to

X
xA

proceeded to peel out again into a
local bank drive-thru.
O Martin A. Wearsch, 21, Willoughby Hills, was observed
urinating in a municipal parking
lot, Thursday. According to the
police report Wearsch was both
polite and cooperative when
cited.
3 A woman was observed chasing a man around a municipal
parking lot on Friday. According
to police, the woman said the man
had grabbed her buttocks in a
local bar. The woman then allegedly hit the man and the man
struck back. The man reportedly
denies grabbing anyone's buttocks.
O Alan E. Warner, 31, of
Adrian, Mich., was arrested for
DUI Friday. Warner allegedly
said he had one or two drinks.
According to police reports while
he was being transported to the
police department he was crying
and said, "I'm too drunk too
drive, but if I get arrested it will
wreck my life."
3 A man reportedly was found
drunk and passed out in the hall
of an apartment complex on the
1000 block of North Grove Street,
Saturday. According to the police
report the man was awakened
and taken to his room.
O A bird feeder was reportedly
found broken after being smashed against a neighbor's store
wall Saturday. Police said the
feeder was in pieces and dented
the wall of the shop.
O According to a police report,
18 mailboxes were smashed in
the Belleville Addition Monday.
The suspects include three joggers, one in a red jogging suit,
and a bicyclist.

make USG more open to students. However, conflict arose
when several senators complained about the lack of debate
concerning the bills.
Senator Bill Vogt said he was
amazed how the legislation was
passed so quickly.
"I like efficiency, but we did
not even have a chance to look at
the bill before we voted," he said.
Senator Michael Brcnnan said
senators should have read the
bills before the meeting and denied that he railroaded the legislation through the assembly.
"Railroading is awful and so is
lack of responsibility," he said.

♦
♦

INDIAN RIVERS
702 4th Street
•Now Renting*
Furnished 2 Bedroom, 2 Car garage w/storage room.
• 9 & 12 month leases available starting May 15

641 Third St. Apt 4

Resident Manager

352-4380+

CU

Check out BUFF Apartments
We've Changed!
• All new kitchens
• All new carpet throughout
the apartment
• Air Conditioning

o

University Union
Tuesday
Dinner Specials
Bowl-n-Grccncry
All You Can Eat

Mexican
11:30-1:30...$3.99

4:00-7:00...$4.75

1470 and 1490 Clough
*We have a limited number of new
Columbia Court apartments
*^
available
X^
3

Greenbriar Inc.
224 W. Wooster
352-0717

The Pheasant Room
7 oz. Ribeye Steak Dinner
w/potato & side dish.
Hours: Lunch 11:30 - 1:30 M-F /",nlw «% OR
Dinner 4:30- 7:00 M-R *Jn.y J>0.yD

Quantum »• card accaacad 4-7 anty for a* camam itudanti
Quantum •• card acoatad all day far aff campus ituacnts
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NATO allies enforce no-fly zone
byJohnDanlszewskl
The Associated Press
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina The commander of Serb rebels is accusing the NATO allies, newly mobilized Into the skies over Bosnia, of planning air attacks on his forces.
American, French and Dutch warplanes were to begin today to enforce a
U.N.-imposed no-fly zone over Bosnia,
where Serb military air activity has
been slight. Most of the Serb military
campaign has been fought by ground
troops.
Gen. Ratko Mladic, the Serb commander, said with bravado on Sunday
that the Western alliance has "no
chance" of stopping his forces, who ap-

pear poised to grab more Muslim territory.
He and a Croatian general agreed that
the enforcement of the flight ban would
have little immediate military effect.
Nearly 60 NATO warp lanes at an Italian base and on aircraft carriers in the
Adriatic Sea were to start enforcing the
flight ban Monday afternoon.
The patrols take to the skies as rising
tensions have prompted U.N. officials
to cancel an aid convoy scheduled for
Monday to desperate Muslim refugees
in Srebrenica, an eastern Bosnian town
besieged by Mladic's troops.
President Clinton's envoy to former
Yugoslavia, Reginald Bartholomew,
was to fly today to Sarajevo, where the
U.N. humanitarian airlift remained
suspended after Serb fighters moved

anti-aircraft artillery near the airport.
A Bosnian government statement said
military commander Gen. Sefer Halilovic would not attend talks today at Sarajevo airport with Mladic because of
continuing clashes. The Serb general
had requested the talks.
Angered by the planned NATO patrols and last week's discovery of ammunition hidden aboard a U.N. aid convoy, Serbs have shown increasing disdain for international peace efforts.
Mladic, in a telephone interview Sunday with The Associated Press from his
base in Pale, east of Sarajevo, contended that NATO has identified Serb
ground positions as potential targets.
"If events take a turn for the worse,
NATO plans to bring in 450 to 500 warplanes as reinforcements," he said,

quoting wha* he claimed were "sources of empty aid trucks returning Saturday
close to NATO."
from eastern Bosnia to the Yugoslav
Asked whether NATO jets could capital.
force a change in Serb tactics, Mladic
Up to 60,000 Muslims are stranded in
said: "They have no chance."
Srebrenica.
Gen. Antun Tus, Croatian President
Bosnia's war has left at least 134,000
Franjo Tudjman's top military adviser, people dead or missing since majority
said on Croatian radio that it was too Muslims and Croats voted to break
late for the no-fly zone to have any mili- away from Serb-dominated Yugoslavia
tary effect.
last year.
"There will be more political than
Bosnia's Serbs want to annex eastern
military results," Tus said. "In Bosnia- Bosnia to other Serb-held territories
Herzegovina, planes are not so impor- and Serbia proper.
tant. ... This is an artillery and mortar
war."
They reject a U.N. peace plan partiIn Belgrade, Judith Kumin of the U.N. tioning Bosnia into 10 provinces beHigh Commissioner for Refugees said cause it places eastern Bosnia under
the aid convoy planned for Srebrenica Muslim control and would not let Serbs
today was canceled because rock-th- keep a supply corridor linking conrowing Serbs smashed the windshields auered lands in Bosnia and Croatia.

Vietnam POW Suicide not an out for Koresh
count tripled
The Associated Press

The Associated Press
NEW YORK - A secret document found in the archives of the
Soviet Communist Party
suggests North Vietnam was
holding more than three times as
many American prisoners of war
as it admitted to near the end of
the Vietnam War, The New York
Times reported today.
The discovery of the document, authenticated by members
of a joint American-Russian
commission investigating the
fate of other American POWs,
may complicate Hanoi's efforts
to establish diplomatic relations
with the United States,
The
Times said.
North Vietnam was holding
1,205 American prisoners of war
in 1972, according to the document, while officially saying at
the Paris peace talks that the
number was only 368.
The report, marked "Top Secret," was written by a senior
North Vietnamese general and
delivered to the Communist
Party Politburo In Hanoi in September 1972, The Times said.
Several months later, under
the peace accord between North
Vietnam and the United States,
591 prisoners of war were

released from North Vietnamese
prisons. Hanoi then claimed no
other Americans were imprisoned and has maintained that
position ever since.
"On the basis of this, we can
conclude that more than 700
Americans had been held back by
the Vietnamese at the time of
Operation Homecoming," said
Stephen Morris, a researcher for
the Harvard Center for International Affairs who found the
document in the party archives
in Moscow.
"This is the biggest hostagetaking in the history of American
foreign policy, and we still don't
know where the hostages are,
what happened to them, if they
are still alive."
The White House announced
Saturday that retired U.S. Army
Gen. John W. Vessey Jr. would
visit Vietnam on April 18 to 19 to
assess Hanoi's cooperation in accounting for missing servicemen.
The United States still lists
more than 2,200 servicemen as
unaccounted for. More than half
were known to have died and
their bodies were not recovered.
The fate of the others is not
known, according to the U.S.
government.

WTI
Continued from page one.
who say WTI will bring badly
needed jobs to the economically
depressed area, and environmentalists, who say the plant will pollute the countryside.
Opponents filed suit earlier
this year to block the trial burn,
claiming it posed an unacceptable risk of dioxin contamination.
Dioxin is a suspected carcinogen
and also thought to cause other
health effects in lower doses.
U.S. District Judge Ann Aldrich ruled March 5 that the trial
burn could proceed, but said the
plant could not conduct any
commercial operations while the
results were being analyzed.

WTI appealed the ruling to the
6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
in Cincinnati, which stayed Aldrich's ban on commercial operations until the appeal is decided.
Opponents of the plant asked
U.S. Supreme Court Justice John
Paul Stevens to overturn the 6th
Circuit decision, but he refused
to do so.
In West Virginia, an assistant
attorney general disagreed with
Monday's decision.
"It makes no sense to permit
limited commercial operations
before all the results of the trial
bum have been analyzed."
said Mary Anne Maul.

WACO, Texas - Mass suicide
has never been a consideration
for Branch Davidian cult
members holed up in their
heavily armed fortress, says a
visitor who spent 10 days in the
compound after sneaking past
law enforcement agents.

"They are not in that frame
of mood at all," Jesse Amen
said Sunday in a telephone
interview from his McLennan
County jail cell. "That's a right
upfront lie."
There appeared to be little
activity at the compound Sunday as the standoff entered its
seventh week and the sect
neared the end of its Passover

Nuclear accident
cover-up believed

observances.
Cult leader David Koresh has
been holed up with 95 followers
since a Feb. 28 shootout in
which four federal agents and
at least two cult members died.
Amen, 40, was the second
person to sneak into the compound. He entered March 26
and left April 4. He is being
held on $2,000 bond on a charge

Riot

Continued from page one.
There usually are 20 guards rity cameras after listening to
assigned to a cellblock, said cor- the riot on the radio, said sherrections spokeswoman Tessa iffs Major Delbert Slusher. None
Unwin.
of the 68 prisoners housed in the
Sunday's riot was the first cellblock where the disturbance
since the prison opened in 1972, occurred were injured.
The Associated Press
although other violence, includAll Lucasville schools were
ing at least one hostage situation closed Monday. Families of the
MOSCOW - The amount of land contaminated when a tank of that ended after 15 hours, has hostages gathered at a high
radioactive waste exploded at a Siberian weapons complex is greater been reported over the years.
school across the street from the
than previously estimated, Atomic Energy Ministry officials said toAll of the state's 22 prisons prison, but prison officials reday.
were under lockdown - confining fused to let reporters talk to
Tuesday's explosion at the secret Siberian Chemical Complex near prisoners to their cells - on Mon- them.
the city of Tomsk-7 contaminated about 46 square miles of land, the day, but one disturbance was reGov. George Voinovich said he
Atomic Energy Ministry said in a statement reported by the Interfax ported at the nearby Scioto was being kept informed about
and ITAR-Tass agencies.
County Jail Sunday night.
the situation and the scene.
On Sunday, the ministry said the radioactive zone covered 14
Inmates there set fire to mat"I just hope he's safe," Linn
square miles. Official accounts on the extent of the contamination tresses and knocked down secu- said.
have varied widely.
A government team of environmental experts said the traces of
SENIORS
SENIORS SENIORS SENIORS
SENIORS SENIORS
highly toxic plutonium released following the explosion about 1,700
miles east of Moscow posed no health danger, news agencies mainSENIORS - Come to the SENIOR
tained.
The ministry today invited experts from the International Atomic
SEND OFF on Thrusday, April 15,
Energy Agency to visit the site, ITAR-Tass said.
7:30 pm at the Mileti Alumni Center
The environmental group Greenpeace has accused Russia's nuclear establishment of covering up the severity of the accident.

♦ CHARLESTON1 APTS.
♦
AND
♦
MED AM MANOR
♦
♦
• NOW RENTING*
Choose from choice apartments within walking distance to
campus Summer 1993 and 1993-94 school year.
♦
♦
furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and
♦ 2 bedroom,water
included, air conditioning
♦641 Third St. Apt. 4, B.G. Resident Manager :

for refreshments, the OUTSTANDING
SENIOR AWARD, and speaker GARY
BLACKNEY.

SENIORS

SENIORS

SENIORS

TOLEDO'S BEST ROCK

I Enlarge or reduce 50% to 400%
from any original
I Add color lo your illustrations
or graphs
I Create custom color calendars, cards,
real estate listings and much more!

1/2 price color copies!
Monday - Battle of the Bands
Tuesday - NO COVER FOR ALL!
Wednesday - QUARTER NIGHTI
Corvette Nationals Contest
Thursday - LADIES NIGHT and
COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT

I

kinko's'

I Open 24 hours
I 354-3977
|
I

115 Railroad St.
(Behind Myles Pizza)

'c

the copy center

Ask for a free color enlargement with this coupon.'

L— _ — — _ _ — — —. — ^~ — ^^^»^ — mJ

Friday &
Saturday - Early Bird Special

135 S. Byrne
531-1311

1
I

Bring this coupon mlo the Kinko's listed and receive 50* off on full color
laser copies, slides, transparencies, and enlargements. One coupon per
customer. Not valid with other offers Good through May 31,1993.

• Free admission with valid school I.D.
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SENIORS

► Copy original color photos or designs

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Greenbriar Inc. .

SENIORS

At Kinko's, our Canon and Xerox Color Laser Copiers
reproduce your true colors with remarkable precision.
So when we make a full color copy, you get the same
colors found in your original.

2 bedroom, furnished townhouses

Call formore information 352-0717
or stop by at 224 E. Wooster
for our complete listings of our
other apartments near campus!

SENIORS

Full color copies

Ridge Manor Apartments
519 Ridge Street

FOR FALL 1993
2, 3, 4 person available

of interfering with the duty of
a police officer.
In the interview, Amen also
disputed several other FBI
statements, including their
characterization that he "made
no sense."
Amen said federal agents
disparaged him because he refused to answer their questions

OIL IS A
CAR'S

LIFE BLOOD

•i
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Baseball team sweeps the Rockets
by Mike Slates
sports writer

The BG Newirrim Norman
A BG baseball player attempts to turn a double play against Toledo in this weekend's doubleheader.
The Falcons won both games - the first took 11 Innings.

For many baseball squads, a
good mixture of hitting and
pitching for each game is needed
to be successful.
However, Bowling Green does
not necessarily subscribe to this
school of thought.
The Falcon baseball team was
able to overcome four home runs
and four leads by Toledo to win a
7-6 thriller in the first of two
games Saturday. Bowling Green
then needed just four hits to
defeat the suddenly punchiest;
Rockets 3-0 in the final of the
doubleheader.
Falcon head coach Danny
Schmitz was not surprised by the
two totally different games.
"This is college baseball at its
finest," he said. "The fans that
were here today were really in
for a treat."
The wins give the Falcons an
8-10-1 record overall, including a
3-1 mark in the Mid-American
Conference. Toledo dropped to
8-13 overall, 2-4 in the division.
After the Rockets took an early
1-0 lead in the second inning of
the first game, Bowling Green
stormed back in the third when
sophomore centerfielder Tony
Gill singled in freshman first
baseman Mike Combs and then
scored himself for a 2-1 BG advantage.
Toledo second baseman Brian
Smith then hit a solo shot off BG
freshman starter Jason Tippie in
the fourth inning to knot the
score at 2-2. Again the Falcons
rallied to take the lead when
Combs scored once more, this
time from a single by junior second baseman Mike Campbell.
With a 3-2 lead in the seventh
inning, BG junior pitcher Brad
Mast, who had relieved Tippie in
the sixth, looked to save the Falcons third victory in four games.
But leftfielder Troy Keegan lofted a fly ball deep enough to
score the tagging designated hitter John Torok, tying the score at

™COFY
SJ
SHOP/nc

Check out our
LOW
SUMMER
RATES

117 E. Court, B.G.
more than fast copies
RESUME SPECIALISTS

" fax service
' business cards
' copying
" printing
" typesetting
* screen printing
" word processing
* trophies
* plaques
' certificates
* rubber stamps

Get the best price
- call us.

"I really admire our
young squad. It would
have been easy to just
quit when they fell
behind but they just did
not quit. That is what is
really important."
Danny Schmitz, head
coach
3-3 and pushing the game into
extra innings.
In the top of the eighth inning,
the Rockets grabbed their first
lead since the second inning
when rightfielder Greg Keifer
nailed the team's second homer
for a 4-3 UT advantage. With
their backs against the wall, the
Falcons responded with a solo
home run of their own when
freshman third baseman Andy
Tracy blasted a pitch over the
wall for his sixth yard shot of the
season.
"I really admire our young
squad," Schmitz said. "It would
have been easy to just quit when
they fell behind, but they just did
not quit. That is what is really

"We really feel
confident that our team
can come back at any
time to win a ball game.
They do not care what
the score is, and I think
that really showed
today."
Danny Schmitz, head
coach
important."
With Mast still pitching in the
ninth. Rocket first baseman Joe
Przeniczny found the fences to
put UT up once more by a run.

But again the Falcons were able
to muster up a run, this time being an RBI single by Gill to knock
in Campbell and keep BG alive.
After neither team could score
in the tenth inning, UT's Torok
ripped a toss by Mast over the
fence in the 11th for the team's
fourth homer of the day and a 6-5
lead. The Falcons, though, found
enough strength to come back for
one last time. Two batters after
Tracy tripled in Gill to knot the
score at 6-6, sophomore shortstop
Brandon Carper laced a single
for the game-winning RBI.
"We really feel confident that
our team can come back at any
time to win a ball game," Schmitz
said. "[The players] do not care
what the score is, and I think that
really showed today."
Gill, Tracy and Carper led the
offensive attack for the Falcons.
Gill went 3-5, scored twice, had
two RBI's and swiped two bases.
Tracy had two hits (including a
triple and a homer) in six trips
and also scored twice and
knocked in two runs while Carper added two hits and an RBI to
the cause.
The second game of the
doubleheader was the exact opposite of the first. BG sophomore
starter Chris Boggs two-hit the
Rockets enroute to a 3-0 shutout
for his first victory of the season.
The game remained scoreless
until the fifth inning when Falcon
senior leadoff hitter Jeff Corey
launched a shot out of the Dark.
Tracy later doubled and scored
to put BG in front 2-0.
The Falcons added another run
in the sixth when Corey got his
second RBI of the contest on a
sacrifice fly to center that scored
Campbell.
Boggs, who went the distance,
struck out six and walked one
while giving up just one extra
base hit.
Campbell, Corey, Tracy, and
freshman designated hitter Bill
Burgei had the four BG hits, with
Tracy's double the only extra
base hit for the Falcons.

GET WHAT YOG WANT

R.E. MANAGEMENT
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"
841 Eighth St.
733 Manville
755 Manville
777 Manville
640 Eighth St.

• Summer Rentals
• 825 Third St.
• 317 N. Main St.
• Campus Manor
(505 Clough)

•
•
•
•

313 N. Main St.
701 Fourth St.
615 Second St.
Rockledge Manor
(840 & 850 Sixth St.)

CHECK OUT OUR REDUCED RATES ON SELECTED PROPERTIES

CALL US TODAY

Greenbriar Inc.
224 W. Wooster
352-0717

OR STOP LN FOR BROCHURE
M-F 8 to 5
SAT 10 to 2
113 Railroad St

352-9302

(next to Kinko's

B-GLAD B-GLAD B- GLAD B- GLAD B- GLAD B-GLAD B- GLAD B- GLAD B- GLAD

I

B-GLAD WEEK
(BISEXUAL,

The PEOPLE Committee
Proudly Presents...
A film by Casi Pacilio
and L. M. Keys

OUT OF OUR TIME
•Women In the Director's Chair
• London, NY, SK and LA Int'l Lesbian
<nd Gay Kiln Festivals

with Cecilia Barriga's
Masting of Two Qut«m
Greta Gatbo and Marlene Dietrich
as lovers -- thanks to the magic
of videotape.
7PM in the Gish Film Theater
admission: free

GAY,

LESBIAN

AWARENESS

DAYS)

swoon

"WILDLY AUDACIOUS."
I THE NEW»0RK UMIS

swoon
swoon

A GREAT FILM."

• p-'.'r Mmi noiiisc STONE

"...PURE POETRY."
- Mjnjhli D'ii)n
VILLAGE VOiCC

from director Tom Kalin
Leopold

+

Loeb.

Love

gone

mad.

History

gone

bad.

4

| yfM in the Clsh Kiln Thu.il i>f
admission: free

swoon ■*

BOTH SHOWS TONIGHT

Applications for
•
•
•
•
•
•

summer 1993 BG News editor
fall 1993 BG News editor
1993-94 Gavel editor
1993-94 KEY yearbook editor
1993-94 Miscellany editor
1993-94 Obsidian editor

are now being accepted. Application forms may be
picked up at 214 West Hall.

^
6

Deadline to apply Is 5 p.m.
Thursday, April 15.

B-GLAD B-GLAD B-GLAD B-GLAD B-GLAD B-GLAD B-GLAD B-GLAD B-GLAD

SEX HELPS SAVE LIVES

'Falcoa-fewJCMt*

i

i
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Netters need win
The BG News

A struggling men's tennis team
is hoping the last home match of
the season will spark a turn
around for the 0-10 team.
The Falcons will meet Kalamazoo College at 3 p.m. Tuesday at
Keefe Tennis Courts.
It will be an uphill battle for
the team as Kalamazoo is one of
the best Division Three teams in
the country, and the Falcons have
had a very rough season.
Coach Dave Morin said BG's
leading man Bob Zumph faces a
difficult match against Kalamazoo's Lewis Miller, the team's
number one player.
"[Miller] is as good as any
player you're going to find here
in the midwest region," Morin
said.
The match will offer something rarely seen as both Zumph
and Miller hit with two hands
from both the backhand and the
forehand sides.
"[Zumph] has been playing
really well, and it'll be a good
match seeing those two guys go-

CINEMARK THEATRES
CINEMA
Tkt BG Niwi/Tlm Norman
no. 1 doubles match. The duo dropped a close decision to the Rockets
3-6,4-6.

Falcon tennis player Erin Bowbecr returns a shot during this weekend's 5-4 loss to Toledo. Bowbecr teamed up with Sarah Emdln In the

Toledo topples tennis team
"We started out nervous,"
Dean said. "Then we got really
fired up. Melissa and Patty began
to play extremely well and
aggressive."
In the No. 3 doubles slot, Kassie Hembree and Assenheimer
shrugged off a slow start to eventually thrash Berenice Lugo and
Brannon 1-6,6-4,7-5.

would cool off.
"I was in shock during the first
set. We didn't expect them to be
tliat good. After the first set, we
slowed the tempo of the match
down and they eventually started
missing. I think the change in the
pace of the game was one reason
why they started missing," Dean
said.
Dean also mentioned the fine
doubles performance turned in
by Sarah Emdin and Erin Bowbeer at the No. 1 slot. The duo
lost a tightly-contested battle to
the tune of 3-6,4-6.

by Steve Seasly
sports writer

Christie Brannon 6-4, 6-1, while
Bank disposed of Angela Catalogna6-2,6-l.

The women's tennis team
dropped a 5-4 heartbreaker to
Toledo this weekend to fall to 7-7
for the season.

According to BG coach Penny
Dean, the two freshmen are playing as well as any other Falcon
singles player.
"The players on our team are
equal. Penny and Julie are playing very well right now. We need
a more concentrated effort from
According to Dean, the Rocket
our other singles players. We duo came out of the gates hitting
have to be more consistent," she hard shots that were accurate
said.
and tough to return. It was only a
While the Falcons struggled matter of time before the duo
during the singles matches, BG's
doubles teams performed on a
higher level to capture two of the
matches.
Melissa Seely-Brown and Bank
8th & High - Rental Office
teamed up at the No. 2 doubles
Located in Cherry wood Health Spa
slot to defeat Emily Humphrey
and Catalonga 4-6, 7-6, 6-4. After
starting out slowly, Seely-Brown
and Bank rejuvenated their game
to cruise to a victory.

The Falcons again had problems with the first four slots of
the singles action, as BG
failed to capture a set in the
first four singles matches.
However,
freshmen Julie
Assenheimer
and Patty Bank
Dean
continued to
shine for the
Brown and Orange as they garnered singles victories.
Assenheimer

overwhelmed

Preferred Properties

ing at it," Morin said.
The Falcons are coming off a
5-2 loss to rival Toledo on Friday.
The loss dropped the team to
0-10 overall and 0-3 in the MidAmerican Conference. Half the
team's losses have been by a
tight 4-3 margin which Morin
said is starting to take its toll.
"When you get on a losing
streak like this and you get
broken or things aren't going
your way, I think there's a tendency to say 'Here we go again,'
" the coach said.
"I think you learn more
through adversity than when
things are going well," Morin
added.

THE
TANNING
CENTER

12J4N. MslnSt.

All Shows $3.00
after 6 p.m. with
Student ID
Monday Ihiu Friday: thorn*
•ttrt *1 appro i < rml .try 4 p m
Saturday ft Sunday: FuH Scnadut*
Lafa Snow* Fn. ft Sal ONLY
8AN0LOT-Q
1O0. 3<K. 5 10. 7:15. IX •

INOECEMT PROPOSAL*
R«Mft Rt—*. DWII HNn. WtMr M»" MM
l« 400. 7<J0, IX »
ADVENTURES OF HOCK FINN . O
it* w—<
1:10.4:10, 7:10, 125 .

TEENAGE MUTANT MNJA TURTLES » - PC
1 IV 4 OS. 7-OS. »:»

THE CRUSH-R
I 20. 115. i 15 7:201 15 •

BIGGER TO SERVE YOU BETTER

"SO YOU CAN TAN JIT A
iMfmimTiMP1
1 free session with this ad
when you purchase a
package by April 30.
248 N. Main- 10 Beds

354-1559
993 S. Main - 5 Beds
353-8826
"We honor local competitors
advertised prices'
Your tanning professionals
since 1980

•Snows will change Friday « NO MJ3U

Congratulations

Leasing Summer & Fall

SEAC SEAC SEAC SEAC SEAC SEAC SEAC

The BGSU Student Environmental
Action Coalition presents:

^ RickSahTi
Executive Director of the Ohio Environmental Council
former Deputy Director of the Ohio EPA
former Chair of the Hazardous Waste Facilities Board

Fox Run
Haven House Manor
Piedmont
Birchwood Place

Mini Mall
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing
Houses

You snooze, you lose!!!

Topic: Envirosafe Hazardous Waste
Landfill near Toledo and the EPA's
role in protecting the environment
Wednesday, April 14
1007 Business Administration
8:00PM

MANY INDIVIDUALS

SEAC SEAC SEAC SEAC SEAC SEAC SEAC

Alpha Phi Congratulates
Our 1993 Spring
Initiated Members
Christine Thibo

"I think you learn more
through adversity than
when things are going
well."
Dave Morin, head coach

HI MANY CULTURES
UNITED THROUGH LEARNING

T

Kimberly Mueller

Julie Buehler

Jen Zitkov
Becky Hegnauer

Carrie Whitacre
Kristen Surrell

"Union Hand in Hand"
FRIENDS DON'T LEI FRIENDS [JKlvE UMM

SUMMER 93
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Summer catalogs are now available on campus.
Call Continuing Education. International and
Summer Programs at 372-8181.

BG News
Salesperson
of the Week
April5, -April9, 1993

Marc Varckette

April 13,1993

The BG News
CAMPUS EVENTS

WSA
International Dinner
Apnl 17th at 7.00 pm
Tickets soil available
Call 2 2249 for info.

EAG
Regular meeting tonight lor
The Environmental Action Group
8 00 pm. 306 University Hall

AH are welcome!
EAG

"INTOTHE STREETS"
Attention concerned students everywhere!
We're meeting tonight at 7:30 m room ' 13 BA
This is a change ot time and place from your
calendar
PS Suehasaguicybitofnews'orusi
Don't miss it! Yes. this means youl
Attention all BGCTM members"*
Come to BGCTMs end ol the year pizza party,
elections, and rattle lor $50 worth of teaching
supplies o' winner's choice on Apnl 14 at 7
p.m. in room 1331 SC
BGSU ADVERTISING CLUB
Wednesday, April 14,7:30 pm
2nd Floor. McFall Center Assembly Room
Come to the meeting and hear ED CAGEY.
Executive Vice President of Creative with Lig
gett-Stafhowe' Ad Agency in Cleveland This
will be an exciting night, so don't miss out1
CAMPUS ESCORT SERVICE is now taking
applications for the 1993-94 school year Applications can be picked up at the CAMPUS
EXCORT SERVICE Office
Cultural Collage Day 2
E scape the sidewalks of BG and take a stroll to
Japan WSA presents Japanese coffee hour.
2:30-4 30 today on the 11 th floor of Offenhauer
West
Don't miss our guest speaker
Dave Monk from MidAm tonight at 8 00 pm
Room ii2BABldg International Banking.
FREE Collegiate Chorale Concert FREE
Sunday. Apni 18 3 pm. Kobarker Hall
Works by Palestnna. Copland. Rutter.
"First Call, and more1
Get ready for Earth Day 1993!
Wed, April 2i • Union Oval
9:00 am-3:00 pm

Philosophy Clubwelcomes Deve Anderson at
6 30 on Wad m 306 University Hall to discuss
"ConiemplaDve Thoughts m American Culture." Ml art welcome - think about ill
SCEC Spnng Dance
Fn. Apnl 16. 7-9pm
Watcn for mcxe* info'

Be a part of a new fraternity
SPECIAL RUSH: TKE FRATERNITY
April 13th A 14th at KKG house. 6- I0pm

SPJ • SPJ • SPJ
LAST MEETING and end ol m»yaai party
Tuesday. Apnl 13 at 7 pm in Vie Weil Hall
Commorw New oH«er» will be elected. Come
iQfelual
SPJ ■ SPJ • SPJ

DG ' House Boys ' DG
DAVID BURCH 4 TODD PANELLA
The women of Delta Gamma would like to express to the two of you how much we appreciate all you have done for us. Your hard work
and dedication c our house is tremendous We
commend you''
You will be greatly missed come May
Thanks for everything • The Dee Geee

Student Council tor Exceptional Students
Final General Meeting lor mis year
Sun. Apnl 18. 7 00 pm '
115 Ed. Build.
See you there)

GIVE THE GIFT OF UFE
ATTHE BGSU BLOOOMOBILE
BECAUSE TOMORROW YOU OR
SOMEONE YOU LOVE JUST
MIGHT
MEED THAT GIFT.
NE COMMONS • ALL WEEK LONG
10:30am -4:30 pm
Subs, Pica 4 Sandwiches provided

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!
Recreational Sports Biathlon
Saturday. Apnl 17,1993
Sign up Student RecCenter Main Office
Volunteers receive a tree Biathlon t-shirt
Call 372 7482 lor more information
WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS. INC
Most Important Meeting this year
ELECTIONS 7 30. APRIL 14
101 BA- DONTMISSITi

CITY EVENTS

Your money can buy flowers, balloons, etc
toneipmake a child smile'

Help the Chitdre - Help the Children

WBGU RADIO
Attention to all WBGU DJ's Past and Present:
A very important staff meeting will be held
Tuesday. April 13 at 9pm mm South Hall. If
you are or have been involved and would like a
show, please BE THERE*
Fun and Prizes to be provided1
THE SHARKi

, FREE DELIVERY

■ 354-7262

SERVICES OFFERED
SKYDIVE NOW In Bowling Green
6 Hr. claes, lump the aame day.
Student and group discounts.
lOmlnSWolBGSU
Visa & MX accepted
Skydive BG. Inc.' 353-5200
TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable Rales With Accuracy
Call 352 6705 from BAM to 9P

Redeemable lof dntin. (Ofryoul«
liee deliver, by 5/2/93

LJJpHaw-j

HELP WANTED

Leopold e Loeb. Love gone mad. History
gone bed. SWOON: a film by Tom Kalln will
be shown Tuesday, April 13 at 9PM in the
Glsh Film Theater. Admission Is tree. Celebrate B-GLAD Week. Sponsored by the
PEOPLE Committee

SPECIAL CLINICS
NO APPOINTMENT NECESARY

HIV TESTING
F ree/Anony mou s
Fnday. April 16.1993
9am - 4 pm

RESULTS AVAILABLE
Fnday. Apnl 30.1993

CLEVE LANDERS!!

"NEVER AGAIN"
We will meet tonight at 9 pm m the
Oho Suite for elections"
"NEVER AGAIN"
Alpha Lambda Delta RacquettoaJI Tournament
Open to all BGSU students and faculty.
Apnl 25. Beginning at noon at the Rec
Co-ed Deis-we'll help you find a partner.
Sign i,ps m Edue lobby. April 12-16'
ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA MEMBERS
who applied for 93 94 officer positions
Don't forget your interviews this week'
2nd floor lounge. Student Services
Alpha Ph.' SABRINA DUNCAN " Alpha Phi
A Big Congratulations to Sabrma Duncan on
her recent pearling to Dennis Wills.
Love, the family - Karen, Karri and Sandy.

THE WASHINGTON CENTER -N7ERNSHIP
Information Session
Fnday. Apnl 16th, 1 30p.m.
Room 109, BA Building
Call Sue Young at 372 2451 for more info
Spring Special!!!
Free Mskeovere and dlscounta on
Mary Kay products
Call Short 353-2413.
THE BLOOOMOBILE 8 HERE)
THE BLOOOMOBILE B HERE!
Don't miss your chance to
GIVE THE GFT Of UFE.
APRIL 12 -16. NE COMMONS
10:30 am-430 pm
WEIL BE WAITING TO SEE YOUI
SPECIAL RUSH: TKE FRATERNfTY
Apnl 13th 4 t4th at KKG house. 8-10pm

Summer Work
$9.00 starling pay

EASV ASSEMBLY any hours. $339 84 week,
family of 3 earns $4417 92 monthly FREE lnformsDon-24 Hour Hottme 801 379-2900 Copy nghHOH0294 52

Needed 1-2 males to sublease Irg. 2 bdrm, 2
bath, turn A/C apt for Summer Will share
apt w/1 current male occupant Rent $207.50
.share of elect 353 5207.

FT babysitter tor summer
Room 4 board available
Call Pam at 352 3122 or 352- 6847

Now leasing 1,2.43 bedroom apartments and
houses for Fall '93 Yes. we do allow pets'
354-8800

Looking for experienced Macintosh operators.
Will also be doing some sales at a progressive
regional newspaper. Chance for good supplimental income or full time job Contact Jim at
(419)2429000.

SUMMER LIFEGUARD AND
SWIMMING INSTRUCTOR POSITIONS
Student Recreation Center
Applications avail in SRC office
Apply NOW")
Formfocall2 7477.

Sublease 1 bedroom apartment Available
now. Negotiable rent. Great for couples Pets
allowed 353-2416

Call us when you get home'
East (216)442-4675
West (216)331 2252

The BG News
needs an expenenced typist/proofreader
to typeset classified advertising
Must be avail iiam-2pmM,W,F Start Fall
"•"REQUIREMENTS""
Computer experience-Accurate 4 Speedy
Proficient Speller A Proofreader
Apply at Student Employmeni

-REAL SUMMER JOBS"
Work for the largest ros>oentaJ painting company m the US College Pro needs foreman
and painters for East side of Cleveland $550
to $i0 00mr Call Mike Hopkins locally at
3/23352

Catawba Island Club. Port Clinton. Ohio, seeking summer tennis professional. Newly resurfaced courts and a developing program.
Please make an appointment for an interview
by calling 419/797-4424

RUSH '93 - RUSH '93
Come hear more about Rush '9311
Tuesday. 4/13 - Ashley Lounge, 7:30
Wednesday. 4/14- Prout Lounge. 7 30
Thursday. 4/15 - Dunbar Lounge. 7.30
Don't Miss Out"
RUSH'93--RUSH'93

Camp Staff Needed
Counselors. WSI's, lifeguards, cooks, small
craft director, arts A crafts director, trip outfitter,
business manager 4 waterfront director for 2
camps near LaPierre 4 Traverse City. Call Fair
Winds Girl Scout Council at 313 230-0244 or
1-800-482 7634 for an application AA/EOE

FOR SALE

Attention
ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA Inmates
Pick up certificates and pins if you
did not get them at Initiation
42S Student Services by Friday, April 16

Co-ed summer camp near Pinckney. Ml is now
hiring lifeguards Call Tracy at (313} 878-6628
fO'mo'omlo
^^^^^^^^^^^

3S4 8366
2 rm. apt. to sublet. Troup Ave. Easy walk to
class-Avail now thru 8-15. Move in now 4 lock
lease for neat yr. Peter 353-1445 Graospref.
2 subieasers needed for 2 bedroom apartment
at University Courts - 1 block from campus
Own bedroom Air conditioning available May
through August Only pay electric $395 for
summer per person Call 353-4026, ask for
Margaret or Natalie.
Female subieaser Summer Great house with
washer/ dryer Own room Close to campus.
Cheaprent Lisa352SSi5
Housemate wanted. Non-smoker, own room
Summer ♦ or 1993 94 $150 plut util Lance
655-3064.
Need one female roommate for Fall 93/Spnng
94. Live m a house with your own room, big
yard, and two fun roommates Reasonable
rates, call 353 7902
Roommate needed tor Fall Very nice apt. Very
spacious. Own room. Extremely close to campus. $205 plus $l0'mo (electric)
Rob
353^645
Roommate wanted Male or female
Own room. Pets allowed $167.50.
Call Scott 352 1850
Summer subleaser. Own room in 2 bdrm. $50
off per month Call 372-8215 or 353 5816

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn
$2.000.'month ♦ world travel (Hawaii. Mexico, the Caribbean, etc ) Holiday. Summer and
Career employment available No expenence
necessary For employment program call
1 206-634-0468 ext C55441

1984 Chrysler EClass
Air. cruise, Pioneer Stereo
$1500 or best offer
Call Krystie 352-5483. leave message

1987 Toyota MR2
T-top. red, air, stereo, good condition.

353^)922
Canon word processor. Almost new Bubble
Jetpnnter Contact Rosalind at 372-8279
Computer. IBM comp.. 16 MHZ. 40 Meg word
dn.e 14" VGA. 2400 Modem, mouse, printer,
software, big cabinet office chair All for
$82000 Call 352-8671

Wednesday evening
8:00 pm at Carter Park
Complex.

Me/

•
•
•
•
•

BRING THIS COUPON AND BUY ANY SHOEBOX
GREETING CARD - WE'LL GIVE YOU A 2nd ONE

2 bdrm apl w/AC

THE HIGHLANDS
JAY-MAR APARTMENTS
Now leasing for Summer and Fall i42bdrms,
quiet, spacious, comfortable w canng management. A/C 4 on site maintenence Graduates or serious students Call Ivkke at
354-6036. 11 -6 pm
Wanted: Subleaser for Summer
Large townhouse with garage, loft and own
washer/dryer
May rent already paid
$i50/month negotiable Call 354 8426 ask for
Keith
Houses and apartments for rent under new
management. Free parking Close lo campus
354-1790.
Houses for Rent
12 mo. leases - May or Aug.
Tenant pays utilities • 1 mo. dep
734 Elm. 4 bdrm .2barh.$700Mug.
316 Ridge. 2 bdrm .$440/May
Call after 5pm ONLY 352 2330 or 354 2854
Houses. 1 6 2bdrm. apts
9 month, year and summer leases.

352-7454

12 month leases starting May 15.1993:
424 1/2 S. Summit erfic-|190 * Uol.
605FifthApt B-2Br-$31000AUDI
609 Fifth St - 2 Br House$440 4 Uol.
Steve Smith-352-8917

HOUSES FOR RENT
May 16,1993 noon to May 7.1994 noon
701 Fifth-4 bdrm limit 4 people
722 1/2 Elm-1 bdrm limit 1 person
2l9E.Evers-l bdrm limit2people.
202 Lehman #B-i bdrm limit 2 people
140 1/2 Manville-2bdrm. limits.
722 Eighth St-3 brdm limit 3 people
117 Goo'Qia-4 bdrm. limit 3 people
830SconHamilton-3bdrm limits.
715 Second-3 bdrm. limit 3 people.
232 Lehman-3 bdrm duplex. Family or 3.

2 bdrm apanjnent $400'month. i bdrm apartment $275/month Al utri paid, dose to campus. available lor Summer •Vi Call 352 5475

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
319E WoosterSt
(across from Taco Bell)
SUMMER A FALL RENTALS
Over 500 units with
Super Locations
CALL

2 bdrm house A/C. 1 car garage. Avail 7-1.1
year lease Call 353-6982 and leave message
2 Female subieasers desperately needed for
'93-94 school year. Furnished apartment w
basement Call 2• 1787 or 2-1784.
Apartment Pricee Lowered!
Carty Rentsle ■ 352-7365
Very close to campus
Office located 316 E. Merry #310-5.

354-2260
Large 1 bdrm. apt. Close to downtown.
$320 includes utilities 353-2823
Available m May
Large 2 bedroom duplex
Large yard, petso.k.
Avail May 2 $445/mo 352-5755

Apartment available for summer sublease
Close to downtown. Free utilities 4 cable.
Call Ross at 352 1711
Apartments - Clean, spacious. 2 bdrm, turn.
w/dishwasher
Most utilities paid. Call
354-0401 or 623-6015 tor info.

APARTMENTS
601 THIRD
Grads 12 month lease
704 FIFTH
9 mo . 12 mo. 4 summer leases
710 SEVENTH
12 month leases

Carry Rentals'352 7365
2 and 6 bdrm. apis 93-94 school year.
94 l2mo. leases available.
Reasonable Summer rales avail, also.
Office located al 316 E. Merry *3.
Hours. 105 Call for mfoor appt

352-3445

PILLS n PACKAGES PHARMACY
111 RAILROAD ST. BG.

115
142
203
228
401

Blackford, Portage (2 Bedroom House)
Buttonwood (1 Bedroom House)
S. Church (2 Bedroom Duplex)
S. College (1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments)
& 407 S. Enterprise (1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments)

• These just name a few. Stop in for our complete list.

EREE

(A *h»y ''"'« <<''«•'•'O'1 -f Hallmmrk)

Call 35? 4966
Summer subleaser needed. Rent negotiable).
Own room. 1 block Irom campus 352 8238
AsklorFarley

H Yes, a* some locations we do rent to tenants with pets.

rprr Q LI OF ROY fADn

352 - 1693

3524966
Excellent location, fully furnished.
air condiioned. competitive rates
Check us out before you rent

Pets Welcomed! Pick Up Our Listing!

COUPON -

WE HAVE EXPANDED OUR SHOEBOX CARD LINE
AND WE WOULD LIKE YOU TO STOP IN AND HAVE
A LOOK!

SHOEBOX GREETIWG5

FALL/SUMMER RENTALS
Georgetown Manor 800 Third Si.

354-2260

1 br apt. in house.
11? block from campus
Deposit paid Pets OK.
Avail Aug 93 ■ 1 y. lease.
$325month * utri.
Please call 354-4801 for more into.

Any questions Call Jeff
Merrill 352-4102.
MOW HEAA. ,
TH/S! HERE'S
WHeRE ybu CAM
GET CARDS AN?
6/ FT* -THAT
FEATURE

Summer Storage Units Available
Many sizes Why haul it home9
Call 352-1520 Buckeye Self Storage

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
319 E. Woostor (across from Taco Bell)

FOR RENT

Dancers - Now Hmng
Must be 18 4 over. Will tram. Can make up to
$1 OOOrweekiy Come see our show. Fireplace
Lo-nge Port Clinton, OH (419) 734-9051. ask
tor Tom

There will be an
organizational meeting for
all interested people
wanting to be umpires for
Bowling Green Little
League.

Sublease 2 bdrm. house Start June 1st $395
plus util. Washer/dryer hook-up plus kitchen
appliances Big yard. Out-building for storage
2 blocks from campus 308 N Enterprise
Glass/screened-m front porch Call Kim at
354-7/60

Square dorm-size fridge
Excellent condition. $60
Call Andrea 2-5031

Customer Sales/Service
Summer Work
$825 and up. Start PT/FT and may conone
10-40 hrsrwk. Flex, schedule around classes
Stan at entry level w/ career advancement
available No door-to-door or telemarketing. No
exp. needed. College scholarships awarded
Interview at main office and work ocalry. Applicanon mfo 419-866-1726

UMPIRES NEEDED!

Village Green Apartments
354 3533

SUMMER SUBLEASE
Call 353 8804

1979 BLACK CJ-5 JEEP
BRAND NEW50-SERIESTIRES
ASKING $1500 CALL 372 5395

^^^__^^^__^_

Counselors: Camp Wayne, brother/sister
camp. N E. Pennsylvania 6722-8/20/93. AH
sports, water, and cultural activities Many positions available. On campus interviews, Tuesday. April 27th at the Unon, Capital Rm -3rd
floor. Call our office to arrange a time. For more
mlo. call 516 889-3217 or wme 12 Allevard St..
Lido Beach. NY 11561 Indude your school
phone number

1-3 subieasers tor May%July ot 93. 2 bdrm.
apartment with AJC. Call Audra or Jeanme at

Spnng semester leases.

$5/hour Call (216) 650-6653

COLLEGE PRO-PAINTERS
Painters needed for summer employment in
the Toledo area Call 3810823 tor an applica-

1 -2 summer subieasers needed
Fox Run. $150 ♦ uDlities.
Call 354-0106.

Special Spring Rates

2 blocks away. pool, clubhouse

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fisheries
Earn $600*/toeek in canneries or
$4.000+/month on fishing boats Free trans
portal on i Room 4 Boardi Male or Female. For
employment program call 1 206-545-4155 ext
AS544

1 subleaser for house on Gypsy Lane.
$l37.50/monih ♦ util. Own room Avail immediately until end of August. Call (614)
658-364 7

"Quality Off Campus Housing"
113 Railroad St
(next to Kinko's)
352-9302
Stop m for a complete
Summer A Fall Housing List<

Need e Job thle Summer?
The Cotorworka Painting Company is currently looking tor students interested m working
as a painter in the To4edoarea this summer.
Work 40 hours a week and earn $5.50per hour.
while working outdoors with other students. If
interested can Todd at 372-8597

RUSH'93-RUSH'93
Come hear more about Rush '93M
Tuesday. 4/13 - Ashley Lounge. 7 30
Wednesday. 4/14 - Prout lounge. 7:30
Thursday, 4/15 - Dunbar Lounge. 7:30
Don't Mas Out"
RUSH-fa-RUSH'93

1 or 2 female roommates to share 3 bdmv
house Call Rotun 353 6935

R.E. Management

Looking for a summer job?
Want to make $5,000 to $6 000'
If you are 25 years or older, you can live and
work in the honest resort on the North Coast Put In-Bay Call (419) 693-4639 between i 5
pm, Tuesdays through Thursdays.

Workers needed to remove lofts.
Saturday, April 29.9 am - 6 pm.
Sunday. April 30,9 am - 5 pm.

WANTED

Looking tor and APT. this summer?
This is dose to campus, good price.
Air-cond. call at 353-2235 for more into.
Looking for summer subieasers to lease 3
bdrm house Can Amy A Andrea 353-0124.

International firm seeking
Bowling Green students for
full-time summer positions
Great resume experienoa.

tion

Carry Rentals * 352-7365
Single rooms for rent.
Starting at $l90/mo. ind. all uol.

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided Send SASE to P O. Box 9643
Spnngfield. MO 65801.

250 COUNSELORS and Instructors neededl
Pnvate, coed summer camp in PoconoMtns..
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan. Box 234BG.
Kemtworth, NJ 07033 (908) 276 0996

EMERGENCY EMERGENCY!!
America Is suffering from a dangerous
blood shortsge. We need your help at
THE BGSU BLOODMOBILE
APRIL 12-16, NE COMMONS
10:30 am -4:30 pm

PUNNED PARENTHOOD
920 N Main St Bowling Green. OH

Wot* 4 Play In the Nations Cap* si
Earn College Credit'
Get Professional Expenence'

Out 8-oume Siiloin Sieok seived
with ttench Flies, tossed Solad,
Roll and Butler

Wanted: Subleaser for Summer
Large townhouse with garage, loft and own
washer/dryer
May rent already paid.
$i50vmonrh negotiable Call 354-8426 ask for
Keith.

Ladies night Monday
Ladies play free all day. 18 and over
Tuee night handicap 9-ball.
Wed 4 Thurs play an hour gel an hour tree.
Rail Blllsrds MSN Man

PERSONALS

ARK Reggae Band is in Toledo at
The Distillery (4311 Heatherdowns)
9pm. every Tuesday «n Apnl

NIKUIIN STFAK

Wanted: 1 or 2 subieasers • Summer 1 bedroom, furnished
Winthrop Terrace. Call
3S2-962S.

KAPPA * KKG " KAPPA * KKG * KAPPA
Congratulations to Tamare Eggert and Kristins Doboa on their tapping into BG's most
prestigous honor society MORTAR BOARD1
KAPPA'_K_KG^ KAPPA 'KKG 'KAPPA

How' M&M sale. $50 a box
Where? Math Science foyer or AZD house
When'Mon.Apr i2-Fn.Apr 16
We need YOU to make a difference.

Summer subleaser. One bedroom apt.
Nice 4 dean Rent negotiable
3S3-2634

Heading for EUROPE this summer'' Jet there
anytime for only $169 from East Coast, $229
from Midwest (when available) with AIRHITCH'
(Reported in Let's Go' 4 NY Times)
AIRHITCH (r) 21? 864 2000

Help the Children. Help the Children
AZD needs your support to provide
money for the Cancer Fund for children
at the Medical College Hospital m Toledo

SUMMER HOUSING NEE0ED
Male college student from Spain seeks housing for 2 months this summer Will pay normal
summsr mo rates Call Laurie at 352-2154.
T Farter 6

Internship In Colorado avail, tor Jr. or ST.
Hospitality Mgmt , IPC. Rec . or Bus.
Majors $5-hr plus $500 scholarship upon
completion of Intemehlp. Position rune
November through April Co-op office:
2-2451, 233 Adm Bldg tordatalls.

The Rlvermen
Yeelerday'e Jester
Frtsr'sPoml
all together at Howard's
onTueeday, April 20 at
10:00 pm in honor ol
Earth Day 19931

Dependable, enthusiastic employees for Ice
Cream Psrlor or golf can rental m Put-In-Bay
40-50 hrs/week Good pay. bonus, housing
available. Enjoy island life and a great summer
lob. Contact Sally Stevens at (419)884-1927
2617 Route 07. Lexington. OH 44904.

Sublessee^) needed for summer.
1 bdrm apt, incl large couch,
kitchen table 4 chars, sm. dresser,
Ig. bath tub 4 shower; roomy, quiet,
close to campus Option to re-new lease
$225.mo . aliut'imd
Call 353 3337

Attention Alpha Lambda Delia Members!
ALDCarWashl
April 24. beginning at Noon at Mid Am
WE NEED YOUR MANPOWER!
Quespons? Call Amy Moors) 2-5957

NEWIPVE
Rentals
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